[Anthropometric skin-fold and impedance measurement assessment of the maternal nutritional status at the end of pregnancy. Comments deduced from a study of 54 cases].
It is generally accepted that an optimal maternal weight gain is indicative of a normal course of pregnancy. Nevertheless, evaluations of nutritional status should not be limited to the periodic body weight measurement alone, they should rather include the measurement of anthropoplicometric parameters more strictly associated with the variations of the different body components (fat mass, fat-free mass and body water). Therefore, it seems necessary to define standard parameters, such as to allow the attribution of a clinical value to the anthropometric variations that can be measured during pregnancy. In this study we preliminarily proposed to survey maternal nutritional status in a group of women examined in the second day after delivery. Anthropoplicometric parameters and bioelectric impedance measurements were evaluated in order to study nutritional status of 54 puerperae within 48 hours after delivery. A linear regression analysis was carried out examining the relationship of anthropoplicometric measurements with gestational weight gain and post-partum impedance parameters. The results of this study lead to believe that a correct examination of maternal nutritional status must necessarily include not only weight and body mass index, but also an accurate and periodic anthropoplicometric evaluation including limb circumferences and triceps plica.